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ashen Anemic looking from illness or emotion.
The ashen colour of the landscape.

azure Color azure.
Thin streaks of cloud trailed across an azure sky.

black A black thing in particular the black ball in snooker.
The smoke blackened the ceiling.

brown Brown colour or pigment.
The brown of his eyes.

brownish Of a color similar to that of wood or earth.
Where I live the soil is brownish red.

color Decorate with colors.
My personal feelings color my judgment in this case.

dark The time after sunset and before sunrise while it is dark outside.
Dark colors like wine red or navy blue.

downcast Filled with melancholy and despondency.
A downcast glance.

dun An artificial fishing fly made to resemble a dun.
The grocer dunned his customers every day by telephone.

ebony
Used in names of trees that produce timber similar to ebony e g
Jamaican ebony or American ebony.
His ebony hair.

fawn Have fawns.
The forest was closed for hunting when the does were fawning.

gray Horse of a light gray or whitish color.
Gray flannel suit.

grey Showing characteristics of age especially having grey or white hair.
Dirty intermediate tones of grey.
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hue A colour or shade.
Men of all political hues submerged their feuds.

magenta
A primary subtractive color for light a dark purple red color the dye for
magenta was discovered in 1859 the year of the battle of Magenta.
A short magenta dress.

marbled Patterned with veins or streaks or color resembling marble.
Attractively marbled cloth or paper.

maroon Of a brownish-red colour.
The travellers were marooned.

orange A butterfly with mainly or partly orange wings.
The most shocking of pinks and oranges.

phosphorescence A fluorescence that persists after the bombarding radiation has ceased.
The stones overhead gleamed with phosphorescence.

pigmentation Coloration of living tissues by pigment.

pink The pink ball in snooker.
The car pinked when the ignition was too far retarded.

polychrome Color with many colors make polychrome.
Painters gilded and polychromed the wooden carvings.

purple Make or become purple in colour.
Purple tyrant.

red Denoting a red light or flag used as a signal to stop.
His hair was red.

sky Throw or toss with a light motion.
Hundreds of stars were shining in the sky.

somber Lacking brightness or color; dull.
A suit of somber black.

tint Dye someone s hair with a tint.
The sky was taking on an apricot tint.

welkin The sky or heaven.

white Restricted to whites only.
A bottle of house white.

yellow
Any of a number of plant diseases in which the leaves turn yellow
typically caused by viruses and transmitted by insects.
He missed an easy yellow in frame four.
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